Paving the Way for Better, Brighter Athletic Spaces

LED High-Bays for Sports Facilities and Gyms

Built for wear, the KBL Series will revolutionize how you run your athletic space – no hassle for even better light. This LED high-bay doesn’t just replace what was there before... it changes the game.

The KBL Series High-Bay solution can provide dramatic improvements to your athletic space. With better light quality, lower maintenance, bigger savings and more, these LED high-bays will transform the look and feel of a gym, indoor field or other athletic facility.

The KBL Series luminaires are instant-on and instant-off and don’t need a warm-up period like metal halide, so the lights are ready when you are.
What makes the KBL Series the right fit for athletic facilities?

- **They’re energy efficient.** The KBL Series provides more than 60% energy savings over traditional sources.

- **They’re impact resistant.** With multiple reflector options, included prismatic, impact-resistant clear reflectors, these lights are built for protection.

- **They’re built for use and wear.** Besides the impact-resistant reflectors, the KBL Series requires little-to-no maintenance, lasting for years after installation. Additionally, the KBL Series comes with a factory-installed emergency battery pack and has an optional heavy duty 8AWG full-body wireguard to protect against stray balls or other gym impacts.

- **They’re flexible.** Optional wireless controls automatically set schedules, scenes and zones for the ultimate in customization.

- **Easy installation.** The KBL Series luminaires are lightweight, weighing less than 15 lbs., and have universal mounting, providing easy installation for any project.

- **They fit any application.** The KBL Series has multiple lumen packages for options to suit any height requirements.

- **They’re warranted.** The KBL Series offers a limited 5-year warranty with an optional 10-year warranty, guaranteeing that you’ll love these high-bays for years to come.
Engineered to extend versatility in every direction.

Features and options to speed and simplify specifying, ordering and installation.

Factory-installed cord & plug options include extended-length cord sets.

Emergency Battery Pack as a factory-installed option.

Optional Programmable Multi-Level (PML) sensor allows sensors to be programmed via remote control.

Lightweight construction, universal mounting options and tool-less reflector installation optimized for new construction or retrofit projects.

Robust 6kV/3Ka transient protection and IP65 sealed optics.

Standard 5-year warranty and available 10-year warranty.

Flat wireguard and heavy-duty 8AWG (.13") full-body wireguard protects against stray basketballs, volley balls and intentional impacts.

Available 45-unit Pallet Pack cuts transit costs and packaging waste while speeding unpacking and box breakdown.
Be in control of your high-bay lighting.

Certified Synapse® SimplySNAP wireless controls provide fully-connected control at your fingertips.

Until now, applying control schemes to athletic spaces has been difficult and expensive, hampered by irregular floorplans, cavernous spaces, cluttered airspace and high ceilings. All of which makes traditional lighting controls highly impractical or nearly impossible.

The KBL Series overcomes those challenges with a simple, secure and reliable 2.4 GHz wi-fi mesh network that works around obstacles and across expansive layouts.

Visit creelighting.com or contact a Cree Lighting representative to learn more.